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CASE STUDY

Decarbonise using SFE-ES-022

Degrease with SFE-EC-02

De-Rust / Pickle with SFE-CO-02

Neutralise / Passivate with SFE-CN-02

Chemical Package Offered: 

As a solvent based product SFE-ES-022 was totally compatible with the used oil
allowing easy mixing and viscosity reduction for easy removal of carbonised
areas and oil sludge 

This removes any traces of remaining lube oil or SFE-ES-022. It also ensures a
clean grease/oil free surface is obtained prior to de-rusting / corrosion removal
and allows this step to be as effective as possible unhindered by the presence of
greases or lube oils etc 

This removes any traces of corrosion which may be present prior to refilling the
tank and returning to service 

This brings the surface pH of the metal back up into the passive zone, preventing
blush or flash rusting.  SFE-CN-02 also contains a corrosion inhibitor to aid with
this. 

Saturn appointed to provide a cleaning solution for a Lube Oil tank contaminated
with carbonised, burnt lubricating oil following a heater failure.
Provide a chemical package which would allow the tank to be cleaned prior to
heater replacement and return to service
Package offered allowed for a multi step approach in order to gain the best
possible results:

Objectives:

Successfully performed all chemical cleaning recovery works where required
All work completed within timeframe and ahead of schedule
Tank surfaces and heater left oil and corrosion free, ensuring a swift changout of
the failed heater and prompt return to service

Results:

Client: UK E&P Operator
Location: North Sea, UK
Services: Lube Oil Tank Cleaning
Bespoke Chemical Package

 Removal of carbonised oil
 Degreasing of internal surfaces
 Removal of any corrosion product present
 Neutralise and passi vate the metal surface to prevent further
corrosion
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